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arranged in the three dimensional pattern charac
tenstic of sodium crystals It is the same as the
iron structure previously described The detached
electrons one per atom occupy the spaces in
between The usual metaphor la that the struc
ture of ions is permeated by a gas ofelectroru,
Like all visualisations of fundamental particles
this must be taken as a rough approximation
The important point is that the electrons in the
gas are not bound to individual atoms but may
wander freely about the crvstal hindered only by
the collisions they mike with the vibrating ions
This is the picture as it appeared to physicists
of the tot decade of this century and we can
explain many properties of metals wi h it
Naturally the theory has developed greatly dince
then thanks to the great worl of Lorentz
Sommerfeld and Bloch it now relies heavily on
quantum theory but, it is surprising how hftle
violence is done to modem ideas by the simple
picture we are using
The free electrons move randomly in all direc
tions at thousands of miles per hour If the metal
is connected across a battery ifc experiences an
electric field Electrons are negatively charged
partic'es and are therefore attracted to the
electrically positive end of the metal They can
move through the metal because they are free
this flow is not possible to those electrons which
remain bound to the ions The function of the
battery is to keep the flow going and for as long
as it is going it is the electric current
The flow of electrons is not unimpeded They
constantly collide with the ions and are deflected
from the path of flow This hindrance is what
the electrician calls electrical resistance The
electric force due to the battery or a dynamo
accelerates the electrons thus giving them extra
energy but they lose this to the ions at collisions
because the ions recoil and vibrate more than
before The net effect of innumerable collisions
is to increase the thermal vibrations of the ions
i f to make the metal hotter This is the
explanation of the fact well known to every user of
electee irons that electric current heats the
Conductor If a strong current Is passed through
a wire the heating is bo great the wire glows as in
electric light bulbs or melts and breaks as in
blown fuses
If one end of a metal rod is heated we soon feel
the heat at the other end metals are excellent
thermal conductors This is because the mobile
free electrons carry the heat energy down the rod
passing it on to the ions by colliding with them
bubstances without free electrons cannot do this
nor can they conduct electricity well so we have
m the free electrons an explanation of the fact
that the good electrical conductors are the good
heat conductors 3Tor technical purposes it
would be useful to have electrical insulators that
would conduct heat well and vice versa but this
is almost a contradiction in terms and one can only
compromise
Non conductors and Semi-conductors
There are some elements and numerous com
pounds in which all the electrons are so tightly
bound to their parent atoms that free electron
flow is impossible These materials are electrical
and thermal insulators
Let us return to our sodium atom It readily
loses its outer electron forming a positive ion
The ion is very stable indeed its electron
arrangement resembles the closed shell belong
ing to the inert gas neon The chlorine atom on
the other hand would have a very stable structure
resembling the inert gas argon if only it could be
given one extra electron to complete the closed
Shell, If the outer sodium electron were given to
a chlorine atom we should have two stable ions
one positive and one negative These would then
attract each other and form a compound This is
just how common salt sodium chloride is formed
and its crystals consist of a legular network of
alternate sodium and chlorine ions As all the
electrons are bound to ions it is not surprising
that salt will not conduct electricity or heat to any
appreciable extent Not all insulating com
pounds are built on this pattern, but all have
structures which bind the electrons tightly
We have seen (F18) that Nature does not permit
a hard and fast distinction between sohds and
 liquids nor does she between conductors
and insulators Over a hundred years ago
Faraday knew of substances which would con
duct electricity but rather badly A common
one is the graphite in pencils Otherp are the
elements selenium germanium and sihcon and a
considerable number of compounds Such sub
stances are called semi conductors
Semi conductors conduct badly because thej
have so few free electrons many thousands ot
tunes fewer than metals In very cold penrian
mm—say 200 degrees below freezing—ill the
electrons are tightly bound to atoms and the
substance is an insulator I* differs from normal
insulators in that on warming it the gradually
increasing therm J vibration of the trvstal
detaches some of the electrons for they are onb
moderately tightly bound The wanner the
crystal becomes the more of its electrons become
detached and the better it conducts electricity
By about the temperature of boiling water
there are so many freed electrons that conduction
is moderately good thouth less good than m
metals This is basic semi conductor behaviour
Because transistors can be made of germanium
and because they are of such great technical
importance more knowledge has accumulated
about germanium than aboat any other material
See also Transistor Section L
Magnetism
The most important thing about magnetism is
that it is inseparably connected with electricity
Oersted showed this in July 1820 when he
deflected a magnetic compass needle by pass
ing an electric current through a wire near it
Since then many experiments have shown that
wherever a current flows there will certainly be a
magnetic field in the surrounding space The
laws of this are very well known now—they are
the Maxwell equations previously referred to
(P13) However most people first meet
magnetism when as children thev pick up pins
with a magnet Where is the electricity here?
and what is a magnet?
The explanation of magnetism exemplifies
beautifully the technique of explaining the bulk
properties of matter in terms of fundamental
particles In the atoms the electrons are moving
and a moving electric charge constitutes an
electric current Therefore each moving electron
is a tiny source of magnetism It does not un
mediately follow that every atom is a source of
magnetism because it might—and often does—
happen that the magnetic effect of different
electrons m the atom cancel out In helium
atoms for example the two electrons have equal
but opposed magnetic effects Nevertheless
some atoms and ions have a, net effect called
their magnetic moment This simply means they
behave like tiny magnets Crystals containing
such atoms will be magnetic though the magnet-
ism is much weaker than in ordinary magnets
because the different atoms largely annul one
another's effects In a very limited number of
crystals however the magnetic ions act on one
another in a special way which forces all the
atomic magnets to point in the same direction
The total effect of many co-operating atoms is
very strong and the crystal becomes what we
normally call a magnet Iron acts like this so
do cobalt and nickel the rarer elements gadohn
mm and dysprosium and a fair number of alloys
On the whole this behaviour which is called
ferromagnebism is very rare The reason for the
co operation of all the atomic magnets is not
explained to everyone s satisfaction yet though
the bey idea was given by Heisenberg in 1928
In the section dealing with the electron it was
pointed out that every electron has an vntrvnsie
magnetic moment This is m addition to any
effect simply due to the electron s motion round
a nucleus The net effects of ions are therefore
partly due to the intrinsic magnetism of
electrons In the ferromagnetic metals the latter
is by far the most important contribution Thus
we pick up pins, and benefit from magnets in
other ways, because innumerable fundamental
particles act in co operation for reasons that are
still somewhat obscure It is interesting to ask
whether the electrons responsible for magnetism

